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Best Ways To Make Money Online For Kids & Teens - Affiliate Marketing

There are lot of ways to make money online for kids and teens. Affiliate Marketing is one of the best way to
make extra money online for kids and teens.

Dec. 28, 2009 - PRLog -- What is affiliate marketing?

Affiliate Marketing 
Affiliate marketing is a web-based marketing practice in which a business rewards one or more affiliates for
each visitor or customer brought about by the affiliate's marketing efforts. 

Affiliate marketing used to be a cottage industry that has grown fast in the last couple years. 

In the mid-90's Amazon.com pioneered the idea by enabling Web site owners to link to their books and
earn a commission if someone clicks over from their Web site to Amazon and buys the book. ( I have seen
lot of useful information at http://chathura-earnmoneyonline.blogspot.com ) The original idea on the
"above-the-ground Internet" was introduced by CDNow in 1994, two years before the Amazon Associate
Program was launched. Adult websites used affiliate marketing methods to promote their businesses even
before CDNow. 

Now almost every large e-commerce site has some sort of affiliate program. Offering commissions and
incentives for other Web site owners to promote your product or service is a fast and inexpensive way to
grow an online business. 

ANSWER 2 

Affiliate receive commissions for every customer they refer to a merchant who makes a purchase. Usually
affiliate marketing is conducted via a venue such as a niche website, where you focus your attention to a
certain part of the population, a niche, this could be anything from golf to acne medicine to weight loss. 

If you are looking for a great work at home career, you can become an Affiliate, Internet Marketer. 

Affiliate Internet marketers are people who promote and market other business on the internet. When a sale
is made, a commission is paid to the affiliate marketer. 

Depending on the company, commissions can range from 10%-60%. The marketers that do well, make very
comfortable incomes and have are very successful with their work at home career. 

You as an Affiliate Marketer promote the other business by writing articles for blogs, making simple
websites that provide consumers information, and even making referral videos and posting them on
Youtube! 

Affiliate marketing, in my opinion, is the ultimate work at home career as it is not a system, or cheesy
Multilevel Marketing scheme. 

Almost any business that sells goods and services offers some sort of referral/affiliate system. If you look at
the bottom of most websites, you will see a link for "webmasters" or "affiliates", click this link and the
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company will provide you with a special link that is specific to you. When a consumer clicks on your link
and is taken to the companies website and buys from that company, your link is tracked and the
commission for the sale goes to you. Check out Amazon.com's program it's one of the largest. There are
1000's more though! 

Promoting business is relatively easy, although there are better ways to do it that yield better results for you.

There are a websites that instructs people how to build a work at home career, although sadly, a good
number of them are scams. 

I hope this helps you find and build a successful work at home career! 
For more info about ways for kids to make money and ways for teens to make money you have to check the
internet. I have seen some good resources and information at 
http://easy-ways-to-make-money.awardspace.info

# # #

Teens, kids online money making information. See how to teenagers and kids make extra money from
home with computer and internet.

--- End ---
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